
CODING 
 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
During the last workshop we explored 6 different interviews. We hope that each team experiments with a few of these interviewing techniques. This week we are introducing another tool that teams might want to experiment with: Cultural Probes. This design tool is used to understand people, help design better experiences for products or services, and can be used to uncover hopes and dreams which should be useful for a future focused project like Canada Beyond 150.As with any other technique, it won’t be a fit for all groups or questions. If in doubt, discuss it with your enabler. �



How do you make sense of your 
engagement?  

 
Translating conversations, 

interviews and cultural probes 
into insight 

 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In Canada Beyond 150, you will have to interview a variety of stakeholders to inform your foresight and design analyses, which is why we talked about different interviewing strategies in the last workshop with an emphasis on human-centred methods from design theory.�These are important transferable skills as interviews and roundtables are often an important part of engagement with stakeholders. �Also important is figuring out how to make sense of your engagement. �We would like you to explore coding as a tool for analyzing interview notes and transcripts to help you as a group build meaning from your interviews. ���������



Organizing and sorting statements or observations 

 
Transcripts are coded using colours, numbers or labels 

 
Sorting can use pre-determined categories and can accommodate 
emergent groupings 

 
 

 
 
  

What is coding? 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So what is coding? It’s labeling the sentences or phrases from your interview transcripts using colour or codewords. Each statement from an interview would be coded according to a set of predetermined categories or labels. �����



Facilitates the analysis of data gathered from various 
research methods and multiple stakeholders 

 
Addresses one of the five engagement gaps 

• Making sense of large amounts of qualitative data 

 
Coded data becomes the basis for your analysis 

• Personas, scenarios and stakeholder matrices 

 
 
 
 
 

Why code? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Your coded data is actionable data, you can sort it, draw insight from something being repeated by many stakeholders, or vice versa from something being said only once. �While never losing your original transcripts and coding the provenance of each statement, you can compare data from multiple stakeholders or from different data gathering techniques like interviews and cultural probes for instance. �When you design the questions for your stakeholders you might already have a list of things you are hoping to learn, These questions will help you create a list of pre-determined labels or codes for which you might assign a specific colour. As you begin highlighting statements in the different colour codes you may see different, unexpected types of statements emerge. This is when you and your team will need to create new labels to accommodate the data.���



Step 1: Create a list of codes  

Step 2: Go over your notes or transcript, assigning a code/colour to 
each statement  

Step 3: Once completed look to see if you might need new labels  

Step 4: Sort data into spreadsheets by code and source.  

Step 5: Identify insights, highlighting statements that stand out, are 
repetitive, have patterns, etc… 

 
 
 
 

How to code? 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here are three examples of how you could use Cultural Probes in the context of the Canada Beyond 150 training project. You could reach out to one or several stakeholders in August or September in order to discover their values, hopes, dreams and fears. This information might then help you narrow your project.You could design a Cultural Probe to dig deeper on a statement or insight that surfaced during an interview. Maybe in September. This might help your team create personas with more depth.You could use Cultural Probes to gather visions of the future from stakeholders to help you create your future experience that you will be presenting at the November “Futures Fair” event.��



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is an example of statements that have been hand coded. Using one word codes allows statements, that is sentences or phrases, to be coded under multiple labels.����



Example 
 

Codes 
blue = routine 
green = language 
yellow = relations 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here we see an interview being colour coded. If you are working with digital notes or transcripts this approach is quick but it can be difficult to code one statement under two colours. You can achieve this by copying the statement and having one copy coded under each colour.��



Anonymous excerpt taken at a preliminary meeting with a potential Indigenous partner.  

• How to get people to think differently? 

• Worst enemy of government now is public service's focus on liability. What is the real problem? 

• In our hearts, need to change the narrative. 

• Policies are easy to change, public service is rigid - doesn't know how to get out of old frameworks and 
mindsets. 

• Reconciliation is not about statues or buildings. The real actions are about people. [....] 

• It is about public health, about children with chronic health issues in families that are the working pool. 
Better outcomes are what we want. 

• Correctional services stories are most poignant. Almost everyone gets out - helping inmates makes 
sense. 

• Need to think about outcomes - otherwise public servants can make real mistakes. 

 
 

Practice 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We would now like to take a few minutes to practice coding. We will have you do a short 10 minutes activity to further introduce you to coding. The goal is to have you be able to think about the eventual coding of your notes and transcripts when you are designing and conducting your interviews and cultural probes. This introductory activity will be followed by a longer one and a half hour activity in the second workshop of August. During the august workshop, you will hopefully be working on interview notes from ��Here is a an anonymous excerpt from notes taken at a preliminary meeting with a potential Indigenous partner. We have elected to share it with you as an example of the kind of text you are likely to be analyzing following your interviews. Take a few minutes to identify useful labels or categories and code the statements according to your labels. Once everyone has done this individually we can share and discuss. ��
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